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Re: Bureau airtel to Los Angeles, 4/16/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 5 copies of a
letterhead memorandum, captioned "GERTRUDE TRACY; CHARLOTTE
RANDALL MC ELFRICK."

Enclosed for Dallas are 25 copies of an insert,
captioned "GERTRUDE TRACY; CHARLOTTE RANDALL MC ELFRICK."

For the information of the Bureau, GERTRUDE TRACY
could not furnish any additional specific information
regarding the allegations made by her in her letter. When
questioned as to specifics, she was extremely vague and evasive
and displayed a hostile attitude. She expressed a strong
dislike for CHARLOTTE REGAN.

It is also noted that MARVIN KAPLAN stated that
GERTRUDE TRACY had expressed a dislike for CHARLOTTE REGAN
to him. He stated that in his opinion, CHARLOTTE REGAN
is emotionally and mentally unstable.

3 - Bureau (Encl. 5)
2 - Dallas (89-43) (Encl. 25)
1 - Los Angeles
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89-75-397
It is pointed out that CATHERINE BLAINE BOND was not interviewed, as her present whereabouts is unknown. However, the facts developed thus far reflect that there is no apparent basis for the allegations in Mrs. TRACY's letter, and when interviewed, Mrs. TRACY attributed all derogatory and violent remarks made concerning former President KENNEDY to CHARLOTTE NAGAN and, therefore, no additional investigation is being conducted to locate and interview CATHERINE BLAINE BOND, UACB.

The source who requested her identity not be divulged and who furnished information regarding CHARLOTTE RANDALL NC ELFRESH, reflected in the attached enclosures, is LA 3436-S, Bufiile 100-374664. It should be noted that LA 3436-S is the daughter of CHARLOTTE RANDALL MC ELFRESH.